All programs on one USB‐card

,
Find out what´s new in this new
TrailerWIN disc. New models, new
program features and hints.
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www.facebook.com/TrailerWIN

New Setup. See instructions from pdf‐file on USB‐card.

Cut to open the seal

Flip and bend out the connector

Insert the USB card to computer
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Rockey4ND dongles
We are using Rockey4ND Dongles for one‐computer versions. These new dongles do not require a
separate installation disc ‐ the installation will start automatically when the dongle is attached to
the computer for the first time. Just attach the dongle and wait until the light stops blinking.

Sentinel dongles
Old type dongles (Sentinel) will still work on TrailerWIN and they don´t need to be switched,
both type of dongles are supported and can be used on the same computer. Please note that
these Sentinel keys need a separate driver that can be downloaded from our homepage
www.trailerwin.com under the button “Support‐Drivers”. Use this driver on both updating on old computers and
installation on a new PC. Please note that sometimes the installation of a new driver requires you to restart the
computer.

License & Use of software
You may use the TRAILER CONSULTATION Computer Software on one or more computers in one office or in one
factory area. You may use the TRAILER CONSULTATION Computer Software on a computer network when the
network is working only in one office or in one factory area. Usually the printout text shows the licensed owner and
user of the software. All other use, in other companies, addresses or locations is strictly forbidden !
You are not allowed to make any changes or modifications to this or any of the TRAILER CONSULTATION Computer
Softwares or databases. You may not decompile, disassemble, or otherwise reverse engineer the TRAILER
CONSULTATION Computer Software. You may not rent or sell or lease or copy it to anyone.

Yearly update
The program is continuously updated with new features and new models. Therefore, the program should be
updated regularly once a year. The updating policy is cumulative, which means that you will have to pay for skipped
years if you have not ordered an update the previous year(s). The license will expire after 5 years and then it is
necessary to buy a license reactivation.

Warranty
This software is easy to use and it is very reliable. If the user finds mistakes or errors, we appreciate if you inform us
about them. The possible faults are repaired as soon as possible. The developer, dealer or agent of the software will
not compensate possible faults on software, data or user's faults and the possible costs caused by them. The
developer, dealer or agent of the software will not compensate possible costs caused by diskettes or any other data
media (mechanical faults, virus, etc.)

Important Notice for TrailerWIN Setup
If you see an error message during the first part of the installation that says “file operation with *.DLL file cannot be
made” the problem is likely to be the level of user access (Administrator rights). (Please note the error message can
differ depending on your operating environment.) Installation of TrailerWIN to Win 7, Win 8 & Win 8.1 or Win 10
operating environments can occur only if you are logged on as Administrator.
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Hard Disk Space needed for TrailerWIN
There are many improvements in this version of TrailerWIN compared to previous versions of the program. New
models of trucks and extra equipment have been added to the program. Consequently, the size of the TrailerWIN
data files have grown and they will take up more space on the hard disk on your computer. It is recommended that
you have at least 16 GB of free space on the hard disk before installing the TrailerWIN software.

All programs on one card
From 1.1.2022 all programs will be in same USB card, this will reduce the time to update the
program when all will be installed by running the installation once. This will of course also affect on
license price/update price for additional programs for BrakeWIN and BusWIN, the extra card fee
for these modules will not be added when you have TrailerWIN also.

New setup
From 1.1.2022 we will have a new setup‐file. This new
setup will require admin‐rights before you can enter the
installation. The installer also have new user interface
and unnecessary steps are removed. You can find the
new setup‐guide on the USB‐card as pdf‐file.

Order multiple updates during the year
To meet the request for several updates during the year
we have now introduced this as a standard method to
keep the software up‐to‐date. For a small extra fee (20%
of the normal update price) you can order additional updates during the year if you need to get new products and
trucks into your program. This fee will be charged also when ordering a replacement update change of the company
name and/or company logo is changed during the calendar year. Contact your dealer for more information.

Latest ”Fix”:es now on our homepage
No matter how hard we try to get all of our programs Error‐free, there is always the possibility something goes
wrong. Now we have introduced a new service for downloading fixes for minor Errors on our homepage.
You will now find fixes on our homepage: www.trailerwin.com . Click on “Support” and then select “Fixes” in the
menu where You will find the latest fixes on top. The pdf‐file holds short instructions for installing the fix and the zip‐
file holds the package to install. To install a correction, download the instructions (pdf‐file) and look that the fix is
suitable for Your version. Install the correction as described in the instructions.
If an Error occurs, please check here first and inform us if a fix is not found for the Error. Please note that all Errors
can´t be fixed through this service and also make sure that You have suitable version before installing the fix.
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Default file extensions
In release 2018‐01 we have added default file extensions to saved and opened program files. You can however
choose to show only “*.dat” or all files “*.*” . The default file extensions are:






TrailerWIN
FrameWIN
CraneWIN
CornerWIN
BrakeWIN

.trw
.frw
.crw
.corw
.brw

With this we believe it will be easier to separate file types from each other. In File‐window you can select if you want
to see old style file types *.DAT or *.*

Like us on Facebook
We are now on Facebook, please like us and find useful information on our Facebook page. We will add more
features and information about updates on our Facebook later this year so remember to come
back regularely. You will find us on facebook.com/TrailerWIN
Follow us on LinkedIN: Find our page on LinkedIN and follow us. You can find us on:
www.linkedin.com/company/TrailerWIN

Important information about changes for invoicing
We will move our platform for sending invoices to Visma Solutions, therefore invoices will in the future come from
Visma Solutions (Maventa). For you who already get E‐invoices from us there is no change as these has already been
a while through the same service. For you who have had e‐mail invoices from us will now get a download link from:
Autoinvoice Transactions noreply.autoinvoice@visma.com , in this e‐mail you will find a password and a link where
you can download the invoice. This system automatically sends reminder if the download hasn´t been clicked. Make
sure that e‐mails from this will not go to spam‐folder, add it to your “safe senders list” in the e‐mail program.
If you still have paper‐invoices you will get invoices printed/sent from this print service as well, we will start to
invoice an extra fee for 5EUR for paper invoices in 2022 so please inform if you can receive e‐mail invoices.
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40 years of software for truck bodybuilders
In 2022 Trailer Consultation has big celebration year when there will be 40 years since Veikko Moisio made the first
software for technical calculations in 1982, named as TrailerPC.

Little he knew that time how important his invention was going to be for whole truck industry all over the world.
From feedback from manufacturers and customers new ideas and to help professionals resulted in a large number of
different software, all important for different use in Truck industry.
Over the time the software was made for Windows and more technical software were added like CraneWIN,
FrameWIN, BrakeWIN and many more. Still today our software family is the most complete on the market with
modules for all kind of technical calculations and it has been adapted to fulfill needs in different market areas and for
different types of bodies and sizes of chassis.
Today the company is still private owned company situated in Kokkola Finland and all the software development and
technical data is done at our office. We are proud of still being the thrusted software in the truck business and we
want to thank all our loyal customers and dealers for the years passed. Together we have made it so far, let´s
continue this success story together.
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New Trucks in TrailerWIN
Trojan

Man 2021 New generation
(data from MAN March 2021 with TN/TM cabs)

Ginaf

DAF XD cab

BYD

Iveco X‐WAY, T‐WAY

Nimr

Kenworth K220

Isuzu

Schiltrac
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Renault Trafic III

MB Unimog

Ashok Leyland Boss

International

Bharat Benz

Maxus

MB Sprinter

Sinotrucks

Foton

Titan Makina
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SCANIA 2022 Group
Group:

SCANIA data 2022

Scania 2022 includes new models and more alternatives on front
bumpers directly from Scania menu. When selecting SCANIA 2022 ‐
> models You will get more cab models including some XT‐models.
Now You also have to choose the engine‐type and frame‐type from
lists. You also have the possibility to give lift‐axles on chassis and to
give extra devices weight on front‐ and rear axles to better meet
the correct weight on customer truck. Please also note that files
saved with a Scania truck on version 2018‐01 or later will give error when opened in 2017 or older version of TrW.
We strongly recommend to update to the latest version as soon as possible to avoid any problems.
Start to choose the truck model in the menu from up to down and left to right.
For example in the following order:
1.
Model series and Axle configuration
2.
Cabin model series and engine size (
S13 means S type cabin, 13 litre engine)
3.
Engine type
4.
Chassis height / suspension
5.
Frame type
6.
Cabin version (more cabins in cab‐
window)
7.
Gearbox type
8.
Wheelbase
9.
Specify lift axles (e.g. 2,3 for more
information see liftaxles)
10.
Front axle type
11.
Rear axle type & final drive
12.
Extra weight on front axle
13.
Extra weight for rear axle (these can be used for extra devices ordered on the truck to correct weight)
It is important to choose these in this order, because the choices made in the top menus will change the possible
options in dropdown‐boxes below and filter out the selections. For help on selections you can click on the Help‐
button to get a window with explanations for models.
Allowed weights: Allowed front axle weight, allowed rear axle weight and allowed total weight are defined by
chosen axles, unless the common allowed weights are limiting the weights.
For example: If You choose 21000 kg rear axles and your Trailerwin is set on EU‐regulations, the weight will be
limited to allowed rear axle weight: 19000 kg.
If You want to use this greater value 21000 kg, You will need to type it manually in field "G.V.W. rear axle".
Some additional data can be modified by clicking button:
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New Crane Models
Amcoveba

Hiab
K‐HIPRO‐515, iQ 1188 HiPro

Effer
1000 + CroSStab

Fassi
F14500

Hyva

Ferrari
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New Standard Trailers and boom crane
Arja

QMC

Bigab

Rohr

Idrogru

Kamaz

KCP

Kinsky
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HC Cranes (load)

Guerra Forrestal (load)

Moffet

Harsh hooklift

Hyzon Equipment

Formula 1 (load)

Ferrari (load)

Ferrari /Amcoveba/Hyva legs

Sany SCC (load)
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New program features TrailerWIN
Support for Ultra wide screens
In version 2022‐08 you will have support for ultra wide screens, for example resolution 5120x1440px. This will be
helpful when working on long combinations.

Re‐organized truck manufacturer list
In version 2022‐08 the manufacturer list is re‐organized in alphabetical
order per brand name, the order for latest addest for each brand will
remain as before. This will make it easier to find desired truck group and
make use of shortcut “Ctrl”+letter working better (for example to search
for Volvo press “Ctrl”+”V”)
Load on support legs for semitrailers
In version 2022‐03 you can see the load on landing legs. The distance can be adjusted in Semitrailer data window.
The landing leg info will be shown in the view where you see only trailer. The landing leg position will also be
reflected in CornerWIN and there you can see the radius from king‐pin (O‐measure).
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New trailer types
In version 2022‐03 you will find 3‐axle drawbar trailer with last axle steered
Truck body center of gravity now in body‐window
In version 2021‐08 there is now possible to give body CoG in horizontal
direction directly in body‐data window. The CoG is given from startpoint of
the body.
Body CoG position is also in Load‐window. Note ! CoG in Load‐window is
given from front axle when in Body‐menu given from startpoint of body.
Length of loader truck on drawing
When adding a loader truck at rear of the body you will now see
the additional length of the equipment on the drawing. This
requires that in User options the selection for Rear overhang to
last point of device is active.

Body inside walls now visible on drawing
In version 2021‐08 you will see also the inside walls on the
TrailerWIN drawing when you have “body volume” activated in
User options:
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Dolly with rigid drawbar
In version 2021‐05 you can select dolly with rigid drawbar in trailer‐menu. When
you put checkmark in “Dolly” you will get separate row to give weight for dolly and
also calculation for V‐value for trailer coupling.
For dolly with articulated drawbar, leave this
checkbox unchecked.
R55 D‐value and V‐value calculations for trailer couplings
From version 2021‐05 you will get D‐value calculation into the yellow box when
you work on a combination with truck and trailer. The D‐value (and V‐value) are
based on R55 regulation regarding towing couplings and fifth wheel couplings.

Choose printer without changing default printer
In version 2021‐01 you can select printer directly in
Print‐menu without changing default printer in
Windows. This setting will be active for TrailerWIN
session only. On program restart the printer will go
back to default printer.
New printout documents
In version 2021‐01 you will find a re‐newed printout
menu with some new printout options. There is a
possibility to print documents with a small picture at
top and specifications below in one document. For customers having Finnish regulations in the program there is also
a possibility to print documentation for HCT measures required by Finnish authorities. In version 2021‐08 there is
added a new document “Turning EU 12.5m” that will print a document with static turning for truck/combination and
rear outswing for truck.
Mirroring mixed equipment
In version 2021‐01 you can mirror
equipment in TrailerWIN. With mirroring
the complete drawing will be turned
around it´s zero‐point and the CoG position
will be also turned opposite way. In some
cases mirroring will flip the drawing around
it´s first point and when zero‐point is in the
middle of the equipment it will simply
mirror the drawing.
Italian Manuals
In version 2022‐03 we have now made it possible to deliver also Italian manuals for TrailerWIN, CraneWIN and
FrameWIN. If you prefer Italian manual, please inform to your dealer or directly to us.
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Giving CoG for Truck, body and equipment
When opening in menu Truck – TRUCK / TRACTOR centre of gravitys place you will get a window showing CoG table
with chassis and all accessories. In this window you can choose device and edit CoG vertically per device:

When you click on a device the picture will show the chassis frame and device chosen. You can see top of the
hatched area top showing zero‐point for selected device, 0‐point can also be seen on scale on right side. To edit CoG,
fill in new value in textbox “CoG Y” and confirm by clicking on “Redraw”. New CoG for truck total will immediately be
calculated.

Exporting data for CoG calculation
In Truck CoG window you can save the CoG window as BMP‐file, take picture
onto Windows clipboard or export the data from the CoG calculation to a
textfile
Giving CoG for Loads and partloads
The CoG for load is given in Load window. There you can specify separately
CoG for each partload to get a calculated total CoG point for the loads
together. When opening Load‐window you can give the vertical CoG position for all type of loads. The load arrow can
be dragged in Y‐direction for setting CoG and in X‐direction to give horizontal position for the load in the list.
Load boxes will have CoG in half of the height when resized, you can be edit CoG position by moving the label up or
down or give CoG H position in list of loads. When selecting load picture you can give the vertical position for the
load in the datalist centre of gravitys place “H” for the load:
17
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List of equipment back in TrailerWIN drawing, now in moveable/hideable textbox
(Truck CoG function not
activated)
When CoG Truck function
isn´t activated you will find a
list of devices on the truck in
a moveable textbox:
The texts can be moved by
dragging the gray ‐handle,
the textbox can be moved in
X and Y direction to desired
position to prevent
overlapping.
This equipment list can be
hidden by unchecking “Truck
extra devices name” in User options
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Outdated version message
If you are running an old version of TrailerWIN the program will show you a
message at startup reminding about updating to new version. When you
see this message, contact your dealer for an update.

License expiration and Rockey4ND key ID
The TrailerWIN license is valid for 5 years, if you haven´t updated the
program you will get a message of license expiration. You can check the
date for expiration in Help‐TrailerWIN info. After this date the
program will switch to DEMO mode automatically and you
need to purchase a license re‐activation in order to get it
running in full mode again.
In this window you can also see the ID number and licensed
company on the Rockey4ND key if you have a one computer
version.
Automatic scaling of drawing
In version 2020‐01 we have added an automatic scaling function of the drawing. This means that as the vehicle or
combination grows, the drawing will be automatically re‐scaled to fit the whole vehicle. Still you can use the zoom‐
value to zoom in or out but this function makes it in most cases unnecessary. Note that when you re‐open old
calculations where the zoom‐value was set to smaller than 100%, the drawing will appear smaller than before. In this
case, change the scale back to 100% to see vehicle on full screen.
New printout document in Print‐window for Finnish regulations
In version 2021‐01 you can print HCT document for Finnish
regulations. On this document you can find a small drawing with
illustrations for measurements and below a list of measures that
is needed for Finnish authorities.
You can make this document for trailer only when only trailer is
shown in TrailerWIN picture or for complete combination when
combination view is active in TrailerWIN.
The Finnish regulations have now been updated in version 2019‐02 for 34,5m combinations and 23m semitrailer
combinations. New functions that check for the new bridge rules and new weight
rules have also been added to the regulations.
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For the new regulations in Finland 2019 there has also been added a new function in TrailerWIN that calculates
stability for a Tractor with semitrailer and full trailer (or dolly + semitrailer) and for a truck with trailer + semitrailer
(ETT‐combination). These methods are used in Finland for new 34.5m HCT‐combinations (HCT=High Capacity
Transport) and all HCT combinations must fill this stability requirement. The calculation is automatically done in
TrailerWIN, only when axles are down.
For this new stability calculation we have also added measures to boggie weight centers when using 2‐trailers in
calculation. Turning calculation for these HCT combinations must be done in CornerWIN by method “120° Finland”, a
new simulation that calculates minimum radius depending on rear outswing of the trailer(s).

Check on masses on consecutive axles in bogies with 3 or more axles for
Finnish regulations.
In bogies with 3 or more axles the authorised mass is checked for
consecutive axles inside the bogie. The user will get a warning if the
allowed weights exceeds the limit but the total weight for the bogie will
not be automatically changed leaving the decision to the user to change
the load share. This feature was added in version 2020‐01.
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New features in CornerWIN
Support for Ultra wide screens
In version 2022‐08 there is support for ultra wide screens for CornerWIN for example 5120x1440px.

Improved calculation for city trailers in Sweden 90° and Australian swepth path simulations
In CornerWIN 2021‐08 there is an improved calculation for turning geometry on city trailers (semitrailers with all‐
steered axles). This change is when using Sweden 90° or Australian swept path simulations.
The inner side minimum positions are marked with a “+” ‐mark at 11 different positions on the picture. The program
is following the position of the inner side wall of the trailer during the complete simulation and searching for
minimum value during the way.
Below 2 examples with an all‐steer semitrailer simulated in 2 different turnings.
Example for 90° Swedish
Standard:

Example for Austroads
Major Road Swept Path:
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New 5 axle truck with 2 steer Tag axles and new “all‐steer” semitrailers
In version 2022‐01 there is a new truck configuration added to
the library, now you can find a 5 axle truck with 2 steered tag
axles.
In version 2022‐03 there are also many new all‐steer semitrailers
with 4 up to 7 axles:

New features in CraneWIN
In version 2022‐03 you have now the possibility to set different outreach on extra stabilizers at rear, this gives
possibility to check stability with stabilizer only partly expanded to one side. If the positions of the stabilizers are at
different distance from center you will also see
the offset on the drawing.

In version 2022‐08 there is also possibility to
adjust left and right leg position from front axle
separately.
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Dealers
Germany, Austria and Switzerland :
FAHRZEUGTECHNIK KLUG
Muthstr. 20 a D‐74889 SINSHEIM
klug@klug‐fzt.de
www.klug‐fzt.de
Switzerland :
NYHAU GmbH
Diezikonerstrasse 30, 8637 Laupen
info@nyhau.ch
www.nyhau.ch
Sweden :
TrailerWIN Sweden Ab
Sickla kanalgata 17A
120 67 Stockholm
info@trailerwin.se
www.trailerwin.se

Israel :
ZAGAGI ENGINEERING
Moshav Talmey ELAZAR 3881200
ami@zagagi‐il.com

Italy
EUROTRADE Sas
via degli Olmi 17,I‐48018 Faenza RA
info@eurotrade‐accessories.com
www.eurotrade‐accessories.com

Slovakia, Czech Republic and
Poland :
A J E, S.R.O.
ul. Fraňa Kráľa 1276/15 926 01
SERED
aje@aje.sk
www.aje.sk

India:
Autoapps Engineering Solutions PVT
LTD
D 401, Shubhashree Residency
411035 AKURDI PUNE
appsautomotive@gmail.com

Norway :
PTO TEKNIKK A/S
Professor Birkelands vei 36D 1081
OSLO
firmapost@pto.no
www.pto.no
France :
MARTIN 3D
ZI route de Cigné 53 300 AMBRIÈRES
LES VALLÉES
contact@martin3d.fr
www.martin3d.fr
Denmark :
NOLAKO A/S
Rønhave Parkvej 72
4736 Karrebæksminde
tj@nolako.dk
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Spain and Andorra :
AGE, ENGINYERS, S.L. & SIDECAR
Passeig de Ronda, 122 2º 4ª 25008
LLEIDA
info@meta‐sidecar.com
www.meta‐sidecar.com

Trailer Consultation

Belgium, The Netherlands and
Luxembourg:
EDS Truck & Trailer Consulting BVBA
Steenweg 252 9473 WELLE‐
DENDERLEEUW
erik@trailerwin.be
www.trailerwin.be
UK and Ireland (Support):
Alan Lines
17 Hangleton Way, Hove, E. Sussex
BN3 8AA
ajlines@btinternet.com
Australia and New Zealand :
Transport Certification Services
Unit 14/69 Acacia Road, Fern Tree,
Gully, Victoria 3156
info@transportengineer.com
www.transportengineer.com

www.trailerwin.com

Croatia, Slovenia and Bosnia and
Hercegovina
VIDACO d.o.o.
Mr. Drazen Skrlec
MOKRICE 179, 49243 Oroslavje
info@vidaco.hr
www.vidaco.hr
Nigeria & West Africa:
NIRTEK NIGERIA LTD
203 Ikorodu Road Obanikoro, LAGOS
sales@nirtek.com
Romania
Deltalift SRL
Sos. Bucuresti Ploiesti Nr. 19‐21
Tronson II, Birou 15, Bucuresti
office@deltalift.ro
www.deltalift.ro

For other regions please contact
Trailer Consultation

info@trailerwin.com

+358 10 337 2530
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Program Manufacturer

Trailer Consultation
Kauppatori 2 as 10
FIN‐67100 Kokkola
Finland

TrailerWIN

Trailer Consultation

CraneWIN

FrameWIN

www.trailerwin.com

Tel: +358 10 337 2530
info@trailerwin.com
www.trailerwin.com

CornerWIN

info@trailerwin.com

BrakeWIN

DrivelineWIN

+358 10 337 2530

BusWIN

